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MISSION
The Mission of Sunshine 811 is to 
promote and facilitate excavation 
safety and underground facility 

damage prevention.

VISION
Florida, the safest place to dig.
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Dear Members,

The year 2022 was marked by significant growth and advancement in almost every area within the national 
damage prevention industry. It was no different here in Florida. Thousands of new Florida residents and growing 
infrastructure spending are increasing the need for construction – further increasing the demand for Sunshine 
811’s services. And it shows.

We broke all records fiscal year 2021-22 by creating 2.2 million locate tickets (13% increase), sending 15.4 
million outbound ticket transmissions (11% increase) and maintaining an average answer speed of 37 seconds. 
We also saw nine days with ticket volumes over 10,000 – the highest at 11,159 on July 11. 

We’re Relevant and Have a Strong, Successful Operating Structure
With the COVID-19 pandemic behind us, I can enthusiastically say that our organization remained strong and 
financially sound with $8.7 million in revenues, $8.1 million in expenses and $10.3 million net assets. It’s a good 
financial position to be in as we approach 2023 with inflation at the highest it’s been in 40 years.

For nearly 30 years, Sunshine 811 has been committed to helping its members prevent damages to their 
underground facilities by serving as an information hub and enabling our members to take appropriate action 
to protect their underground infrastructure that delivers services to Florida’s residents and businesses. 

True to our mission, we are working to:
• Help ensure the safety of Florida’s residents;
• Help protect Florida’s underground infrastructure; and
• Educate those involved in the excavation process and related enforcement.

We’re Accountable

Our Board of Directors is actively engaged in strategic oversight, including tracking the progress on our long-
and short-term strategies. I want to thank the Board and our Executive Committee for their guidance and focus, 
throughout 2022.

Since 1993, Sunshine 811 has been committed to helping our members prevent 
damages to their underground facilities – the many thousands of miles of 
underground facilities delivering services to Florida’s residents and businesses.

True to our mission, we will continue working to help ensure the safety of Florida’s 
residents; help protect Florida’s underground infrastructure; and educate those 
involved in the excavation process as well as related enforcement.
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We’re Efficient

Each year Sunshine 811 undergoes an extensive audit by an independent audit firm. This year, James Moore & 
Company audited Sunshine 811’s financial position as of May 31, 2022 and 2021. 

As written by James Moore, “the accompanying financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the 
financial position of the Organization as of May 31, 2022 and 2021, and the changes in its net assets and its cash 
flows for the years then ended in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of 
America.”

The Financial Statements detailing activities, functional expenses, cash flows, and the related notes to the financial 
statements are at the end of this report. 

We’re Effective

Contacting 811 before excavation is the law in Florida. Sunshine 811 acts as an information conduit, enabling our 
members to take appropriate action to protect their underground facilities from damage, protect their customers 
from service interruption, and promote a safer environment for excavators. Sunshine 811 answers the toll-free 
number 811 and operates the 24/7 online system to facilitate these notifications. 

Important to the integrity of the system is the system’s availability. This fiscal year, all Exactix servers functioned over 
99 percent with a system average uptime of 99.96 percent. 

We Provide Valuable Services for our Stakeholders
We evaluated & selected member ticket management system

Staff issued a Request for Proposal for costs and system functionality for a new member ticket management system. 
With four proposals received and evaluated, the decision was made to sign a three-year contract with Irth Solutions 
for its hosted Utilisphere system. 

We Surveyed for Better Understanding

Early in the year, our members were quickly approaching a critical crossroads with high ticket volumes, some the 
result of excessive ticket renewals. We surveyed excavators and found that ticket renewal is very common – 48% of 
respondents to a Sunshine 811 Excavator Research Survey do it at least some of the time – but 30-day projects and 
projects more than one mile are rare. 

The deeper we dug, the more we realized that the industry’s toughest issues could not be solved by Sunshine 811 
alone. Rather it would take members, excavators, locators and other stakeholders working together and 
communicating with each other to make a more efficient 811 System. 

Our preliminary solutions to help reduce excessive renewals:

• Published a message to members about minimizing excessive ticket renewals.
• Developed new education to help minimize excessive renewals and a series of social media messages. At the 

heart of it all is encouraging all stakeholders to communicate and work together to keep projects on schedule.
• Created an ITE Reference Guide on appropriate reasons to renew a ticket, and the importance of getting tickets 

for only the area to be worked in 30 days. 
• Implemented a pop-up window within Exactix that appears when users renew a ticket.
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We made recruiting new employees easier

With most of our call center work force working at home, we implemented a paperless employment application and 
skills assessment process. This also gave us a way to automate posting to five job boards and funneling applicants 
to our online application. 

We’re working to increase governmental awareness of our mission and purpose

In partnership with public relations firm Curley & Pynn – The Strategic Firm, we developed a strategic 
communications plan that elevates awareness and clarity of the work of Sunshine 811 and supports the 
organization’s legislative education objectives.

The plan developed reinforces the relevancy, mission, work and success of Sunshine 811 with Florida’s legislators, 
regulatory officials and key staff. It also focuses on generating greater understanding among legislators and staff of 
our role in the damage prevention process.

We Offer Valuable Education and Awareness
The demand for Sunshine 811’s services, education and outreach has continued to grow over the years. We have 
invested considerably in ongoing education and awareness to promote safety and compliance. Our robust website 
(sunshine811.com) and online Learning Center provide comprehensive information and resources on the systems 
and services we offer to help professional excavators, underground facility operators and the public prevent damage 
to Florida’s underground infrastructure.

Part of that investment includes the work of our four regional safety education liaisons who offer online and in-
person education. They do this through formal presentations, webinars, answering questions, building relationships, 
and connecting people. This fiscal year our liaisons provided 8,011 hours of education to 12,245 people.

Key education incorporated in new ways

• Implemented a pop-up window within Exactix that appears when users renew a ticket.
• Incorporated new education to help minimize excessive ticket renewals and locate marks.
• Developed Internet Ticket Entry Reference guide for proper ticket renewals and how to renew correctly.
• Developed new technical session presentation, “Navigating the 811 Process and Increased Cost of Infrastructure

Spending” to address several issues that relate to excessive renewals as well as increased ticket volume.
• Developed new excavator and enforcement in person education.

We’re helping you educate

This year we opened a new online store that offers English and Spanish educational items free of charge. There are 
new products and new designs for our Damage Prevention Guide, Excavator Reference Card, vinyl and mesh 
banners, hard hat decals, and color codes. Plus, and for the first time ever, all English products are available in 
Spanish. 
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Clarified a lot of questions that would come up when entering a ticket.
- Travis A.

After 20+ years of working as an underground construction contractor calling in my own tickets, 
closing 100,000+ tickets as a utility locator, registering for and passing the ITE program in 2016, I 
thought I knew everything there was to know about Sunshine 811 tickets including ticket entry. I was 
wrong. After registering for and passing the new ITE program in June 2022 I strongly believe every 
underground construction contractor AND utility locator would benefit greatly once they complete 
the new ITE program offered today – even if they never submit an 811 ticket afterwards.

- Ronald W.

The program was very easy to follow, and every video showed important details of step-by-step 
actions.

- Leah C.

”

Hurricane Ian

Following the devastation of Hurricane Ian in October, we worked with MGH, our ad agency, to launch a series of 
Meta (Facebook/Instagram) ad campaigns aimed at raising awareness of 811 storm cleanup and recovery. Both the 
homeowner and contractor audiences were targeted.

These campaigns were highly effective at delivering mass reach and low-cost results among our target audiences, 
delivering more than 4.5 million impressions, and reaching more than 1.9 million likely homeowners and contractors. 
Among those reached, Sunshine 811’s messaging was seen by the audience an average of 4 times which also 
resulted in 15,522 website clicks.

Internet Ticket Entry Training

A good locate ticket that is accurately mapped gets the proper members notified, and a good locate description 
helps locators work more efficiently and saves time. In April, we released a new online certificate program, Sunshine 
811 Internet Ticket Entry Training, that covers these items and other important elements to the 6-step 811 Process. 
To date, we have seen 7,800 new and existing users complete the training. See what some people are saying about 
the training below.

Some users needed a little extra help when creating tickets. We developed solutions and implemented some new 
procedures as follows:

• Released refresher and re-certification courses.
• In response to members and locators not being able to find dig sites, we created supplemental education on 

using GPS coordinates to find the dig site and provided instructions for providing coordinates from an open field 
or new development without street names.

• Created new ITE Terms of Use and released to all users.
• Began development of several educational posts for ITE users.

We look forward to continuing these efforts throughout 2023.

“
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We Provide Extensive Enforcement Awareness and Education
The Underground Facility Damage Prevention and Safety Act, Chapter 556, F.S., is the law that Sunshine 811 
administers. Our role in the enforcement process is to promote awareness and provide education and materials to 
anyone seeking more understanding of the law and clarifying the penalties for non-compliance. We currently 
provide enforcement education to those who request it. Throughout 2022, we saw 777 total enforcement 
educational hours and interactions.

Since the law was revised in 2020, Sunshine 811 has interacted with 68 fire departments or stations; 31 sheriff and 
police departments; 13 emergency management agencies; and 27 miscellaneous agencies including Clerks of Court, 
code enforcement and hazmat. Additionally, we attended events by the Florida Association of Code Enforcement, 
Florida Fire Chief’s Association, and Florida Sheriff’s Association.

Looking ahead to 2023, Sunshine 811 began laying the groundwork to significantly elevate the targeted distribution 
and reach of our enforcement education including a field enforcement guide, flow chart and online educational 
program to assist our partners.

While we work on these enforcement program elements, our regional liaisons are continuing to respond to requests 
for enforcement education using our existing tools.

We do this for our members that own and operate Florida’s mission-critical underground facilities that transport and 
deliver gas, electric, telecommunications, internet, and water and sewer services that keep our residents and 
businesses connected and our state’s economy thriving.

For more information about enforcement efforts in Florida, please see the Sunshine 811 Underground Facility Damage Prevention
and Enforcement Review available at sunshine811.com/annual-reports.
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We’re focusing forward 
As I write this letter, my team and I are committed to building and strengthening partnerships with all damage 
prevention stakeholders to continue advancing and improving the 811 process in Florida. 

To Sunshine 811’s talented workforce I extend a heartfelt thank you. I appreciate your diverse backgrounds and 
dedication to serving our members and Florida’s excavating public. 

To the participating underground facility owning members and excavating community I look forward to forging new 
pathways forward as we work together to achieve our common goal of preventing underground facility damages in 
Florida.

Thank you for the confidence and trust you have placed in our company. We are looking forward to a safe and 
productive year ahead. 

Mark Sweet
Executive Director

Sunshine 811 
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AWARENESS

2022 RECORD BREAKING DAYS

9 11,159
Days with ticket volumes over 10,000 Highest ticket volume

July 11

FINANCIALS
$8.7 mil

REVENUES

$8.1 mil
EXPENSES

$10.3 mil
NET ASSETS

TICKETS
2.2 mil

TICKETS

15.4 mil
TRANSMISSIONS

375,364
Calls

EDUCATION
8,011

EDUCATION HOURS

12,245
PEOPLE EDUCATED

777
ENFORCEMENT EDUCATION 

HOURS

10.5 mil
IMPRESSIONS

15,522
WEBSITE CLICKS

(14% longer time on site;
sessions per user up 21%)

3,500+
RADIO SPOTS IN ALL 
10 MEDIA MARKETS

60%
YOUTUBE VIEW RATE 

(nearly double industry rate)
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Municipality Participation

The Florida League of Cities represents more than 400 cities, towns, and villages in the State. A total of 328 
municipalities (or entities thereof) are actively participating as members of Sunshine 811. Active participation in the 
system is established when an underground facility operator has completed all membership application 
requirements, develops and registers a service area representing the geographical area of its underground facilities, 
and can receive notices of intended excavation from Sunshine 811. No new municipalities became active members 
nor submitted a membership application during 2021-22.

County Participation

There are 67 counties in Florida. The total number of counties that are active members is 43. No new counties 
became active members nor submitted a membership application during 2021-22.

Path Forward

Sunshine 811 will continue to exercise its best efforts to increase awareness of the mandatory membership 
requirements of Chapter 556, F.S. We will assist any underground facility operators that elect to fully participate in 
the system with the timely processing of their membership applications and the registration of their service areas.

For our active members, we will continue to invest in and implement the best damage prevention technology 
available in the industry and deliver the highest quality damage prevention programs and services at the lowest 
possible cost.

2021 CITY & COUNTY PARTICIPATION
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OFFICERS AND COMMITTEE CHAIRS

Pedro Vigil
Damage Prevention Committee 

Chair
Miami-Dade Water & Sewer 

Department

Steven Marshall
Operations Committee Chair

Charter Communications

Dino Farruggio
Treasurer

AT&T

Mike Borg
Chair

City of Lakeland Water

Michelle Johnson
Vice Chair

Duke Energy

Terrill Booker
Secretary

Lake Apopka
Natural Gas

Bruce Kershner
Legislative Ad Hoc 
Committee Chair

R. Bruce Kershner Co.
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DIRECTORS

Not pictured

Vernon Burrell, Frontier Communications  |  Marie Mancuso, GeoPoint Surveying
Phillip Reynolds, TECO Energy  |  Carlos Solis, Pinellas County Utilities

Joe Heatherly
Director

FPL

Warren DiNapoli
Director

JEA

Oscar Estrada
Director

City of Tampa Water

Shawn Deutscher
Director

Williams/Gulfstream 
Natural Gas System

John Lambert
Director

Reedy Creek 
Energy Services

Lisa Jackson
Director

Hillsborough County 
Public Utilities Dept.

Kris Kelly
Director

TECO Peoples Gas

George Kemp
Director

Metronet

Dave Parham
Director

FGT

Tiny Reese
Director

S&N Communications

Wayne Flowers
Sunshine 811 Legal 

Counsel, Lewis, Longman 
& Walker, PA
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Sunshine State One Call of Florida, Inc.
D/B/A Sunshine 811

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
MAY 31, 2022 AND 2021
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2021 ANNUAL VIOLATION REPORT

NOTE: Updated report reflects 68 citations.
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FLORIDA VIRTUAL PRIVATE DIRT
ANALYSIS OF 2021 DAMAGES
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FLORIDA VIRTUAL PRIVATE DIRT (CONTINUED)
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FLORIDA VIRTUAL PRIVATE DIRT (CONTINUED)
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FLORIDA VIRTUAL PRIVATE DIRT (CONTINUED)
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FLORIDA VIRTUAL PRIVATE DIRT (CONTINUED)
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